**You said...**
1. ASB Russet Close Haverhill.
2. ASB with mini motos on the Clements

**We did...**
1. Spoke to the parents of those youngsters involved and the situation appears to be resolved
2. Numerous patrols resulting in arrests and seizure of a motorbike

**PC Jon Gerrish**

---

**Responding to issues in your community**

**Drugs Crime**

The West Scorpion Team, with assistance from NRT (Neighbourhood Response Team) executed a drugs warrant in Haverhill. Large quantities of crack cocaine and heroin were seized along with cash and scales. A Male from London and male from Haverhill have been arrested.

---

**Making the community safer**

Operation Galileo has been adopted by numerous Constabularies to tackle the rise in hare coursing and the other aspects the activity can encourage. Gangs will indiscriminately drive over land and ruin crops, fences and gates. A high level of intimidation has also been used against landowners who challenge intruders. The NPT Rural Crime Unit along with SNT’s and response officers have been tasked regarding this activity.

---

**Preventing, reducing and solving crime and ASB**

Interested in getting £40 off a Ring doorbell camera? Well Suffolk Constabulary has joined forces with the home security company Ring to help make properties more secure all you need to do is go to Ring.com website and use code SNHW40 which is valid until 1/1/19. Ring Doorbell Cameras have already proved effective in Suffolk leading to convictions of two criminals in the last year

---

**This SNT covers the following parishes**

Clare, Kedington, Cavendish, Poslingford, Stansfield, Denston, Hawkedon, Brockley, Chedburgh, Chevington, Rede, Whetstead, Hargrave, Depden, Hundon, Stoke By Clare, Wixoe, Barnardiston, Stradshull, Wickhambrook, Lidgate, Ousden, Cowlinge, Withersfield, Great Bradley, Little Bradley, Great Wratting, Little Wratting, Great Thurlow, Little Thurlow and Hav

---

**Future events**

13/10/18 National Hate Crime Awareness Week

23/10/10 Suffolk Disability Focus Conference at Suffolk One Ipswich.

26/10/18 Haverhill Halloween Trial East Park